Monday 23 November 2015

Dips and swings
The good news just keeps on coming, with recent super performance numbers coming in strong. I
have always said to keep a long-term and measured focus when markets become shaky because of
some silly news. Readers should therefore enjoy my article on buying in those market dips – there’s
potential upside when others follow the bears.
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard reviews Macquarie’s new hybrid offering. It’s an
opportunity that should be considered by yield-hunting investors. Looking globally, Roger Montgomery
pinpoints a US health insurer, which is poised for growth, thanks to more health reforms undertaken by
Uncle Sam.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Buying the dips!
by Peter Switzer
It’s nice when you are proved right with this
market-calling stuff and so I was especially happy to
see OzForex spike 30% in a day, considering one of
our experts, Tony Featherstone, had been pushing
the company for quite some time as a buy. It is now
being chased by Western Union, which clearly agrees
with Tony.
I also like it when an employee delivers me a chart
like the one below, which I will now share with you.
Here it is:

which could result in some government policy
changes that could affect these business’ bottom
lines.
Clearly, I hope it comes good before the five months
are up and I hope the others keep on doing well but
the lesson of being diversified and not being exposed
to one stock has been borne out. The story also is
ringing endorsement to my team of experts (who I
can tap into) and the value of our Switzer Super
Report but I guess you already know this because
you’re reading this piece.
Of course, if you don’t want to punt on the
vicissitudes of individual companies when you want to
buy the dips, then you could easily buy an ASX 200
index ETF such as IOZ.
Let’s see what would have happened to you if you
tried the above strategy using an ETF, such as IOZ,
where you simply want to buy the index.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
Now I know this chart looks complicated but let me
make it simple. The big blue line in the middle with
the shading is the ASX 200 index, while the four lines
above are four companies that have done better than
the index since early August.
Subscribers have often asked me what they should
buy when I say “buy the dips” so with five months to
go before the end of the year, I wrote a piece for you
titled, Five experts, five stocks, for five months. I put
my stock picking mates on the spot and they came up
with Resmed in red on the chart above, Eclipx in dark
green, iSentia in brown, ARB Corp in light green and
Redhill Education in purple, which is the only poor
performer over the time so far. It’s in a space where
a number of education businesses have been
crushed because of some perceived dodgy practices,
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To work this out, you need to ask how many dips
have there been in 2015?
Let’s use 200 points as a measure of what a dip
looks like. Give or take a point, there’s a been about
seven this year.
Let me list them roughly:
1. Early January 5400 to 5200.
2. Early May 6000 to 5600.
3. June 5800 to 5420.
4. July 5700 to 5400.
5. August 5600 to 5000.
6. Sept 5200 to 5000.
7. November 5350 to 5000.
If you bought the IOZ at these low levels and we end
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at 5600 this year, then you’ll have made money six
times. If we get to 5500, you’ll be winner five times,
which is not bad but, right now, you’re out of the
money three times. At least give me a year to prove
my advice was OK!
But all this analysis underlines a really important point
about how silly we investors can be. Sure, we should
try to be as professional as a fund manager because
we’re managing our own super funds but we don’t
have to assess ourselves quarterly or annually.
I really deserve a couple of years from a long-term
investor point of view to make money on this ‘buying
the dip’ strategy, so let’s imagine we see the index
eventually make 7000, then there’d be really great
gains.
And even if there is a 30% crash that takes us to
5000, then your actual losses from a crash would be
quite small as well.
Of course, this analysis rests on us getting to 7000
but we did crash from 6851.5 and history suggests
that we usually pass the previous all-time high before
we crash again. These are strange times and history
can change but I think we have a good chance to
crawl as high as 7000 in coming years.
On that basis, buying the dips looks like a pretty
smart play. That’s my story and I’m sticking to it.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Aetna: Key player in US health reforms
by Roger Montgomery
Much has been said about the troubled state of the
U.S. healthcare system, whether it be about the
perverse incentives that reward the volume of
services provided rather than quality patient
outcomes, inexorable medical cost inflation, or even
anecdotal accounts of those in need of care being
turned away. The problem of unfettered medical cost
growth is best illustrated by the fact that in 2013, the
U.S. spent an incredible 17.4% of GDP on
healthcare, the highest amount among high-income
nations. It is against this backdrop that opportunities
are created for firms that are able to help reduce
medical costs and effect a transition towards a
system that focuses more on delivering good
outcomes for patients at a reasonable cost.
Aetna (AET US) is a US health insurer involved in this
transition to “value-based care”, a concept where the
providers of healthcare (i.e., hospitals and physicians)
are rewarded based on providing a quality outcome
for the patient rather than on the quantity of services
provided. Health insurers have every incentive to
reduce medical costs – they pocket the difference
between premiums they take in and medical
expenses they pay out to beneficiaries.
Aetna is in the process of transitioning healthcare
providers on to risk-sharing contracts called capitation
agreements. Under these agreements, the healthcare
providers receive a fixed sum per patient, irrespective
of the quantity of services the patient receives. In
order to effect the transition to a value-based system,
health insurers need sufficient scale to pressure the
providers into agreeing to value-based contracts.
Aetna is the third largest health insurer in the US, with
23.5m members and 2014 revenue of approximately
$58 billion. The company already has 28% of its
medical costs running through value-based contracts
and is targeting 45% in 2017, a goal that will be aided
by Aetna’s scale.
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Consolidation amongst health insurers has been
topical and Aetna is in the process of acquiring
Humana, a health insurer competitor, to give the firm
even more negotiating clout with healthcare
providers. If anti-trust issues can be resolved, the
deal will result in a combined entity with over $100bn
of revenues, which should further improve Aetna’s
ability to move providers on to value-based contracts.
The deal also increases Aetna’s exposure to the high
growth Medicare Advantage segment, given that
Humana has 19% share of Medicare Advantage
enrolments with 3.2 million members.
Medicare Advantage is the private health insurance
program for over 65 year olds in the US and this
program will benefit from an ageing US population.
There are an estimated 11,000 individuals that
become eligible for Medicare every day and an
increasing number of them are projected to choose
Medicare Advantage over the “Original Medicare”
public health insurance program. Furthermore, of the
new enrollees in Medicare Advantage, 61% of them
elected plans rated with four or more stars.
The Affordable Care Act established bonuses that are
paid to Medicare Advantage plans with four or more
stars, where stars are awarded based on
performance on measures of clinical quality and
patients’ experiences. Aetna has an industry-leading
87% of its Medicare Advantage plans rated as being
four or more stars and this provides a distinct
advantage, given the drawcard this provides for
prospective enrollees, and the bonus payments it
receives, which can be reinvested into maintaining
those stars ratings.
Aetna is a scale player in a consolidating industry
with the foresight and ability to transition healthcare to
a more effective model with respect to value and
quality. This significant opportunity is only priced
today by the market at nine times earnings, before
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interest, tax and amortisation, with a long and
prosperous path ahead for Aetna shareholders.
Aetna

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 23 November 2015
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Macquarie launches new hybrid
by Paul Rickard
Key Points
Macquarie Capital Notes 2 will pay a
semi-annual distribution. The distribution is
set every six months at a fixed margin of
between 5.15% and 5.35% over the 180-day
bank bill rate, and then adjusted for an
expected distribution-franking rate of 40%.
Distributions are discretionary and subject to
distribution payment conditions.
Yield investors will be attracted by the
headline margin of 5.15% for a name like
Macquarie.
An institutional bookbuild on Friday will
determine the final margin.
It has been a tough year in the hybrid securities
market, with issues on the secondary market under
pressure due to the rise in yields on bank ordinary
shares. While banks strengthening their balance
sheets and raising ordinary share capital is actually
good for hybrid issues, the market has been a little
more fickle.
AMP launched a capital note issue the other week to
raise $230m at a margin of 5.1% over the 90-day
bank bill rate, and to complete the year, Macquarie
has today launched a $400m issue of Macquarie
Capital Notes, which will count as Additional Tier 1
capital.
Macquarie Capital Notes 2
Macquarie Capital Notes 2 will pay a semi-annual
distribution. The distribution is set every six months at
a fixed margin of between 5.15% and 5.35% over the
180-day bank bill rate, and then adjusted for an
expected distribution-franking rate of 40%.
With the 180-day bank bill rate currently around
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2.36%, this implies a gross distribution rate of 7.51%
pa for the first six months (2.36% plus 5.15%). As the
actual distribution is also expected to carry a franking
credit of 40%, the actual distribution in cash would
then be 6.411% (7.51% x 0.70 /0.82 = 6.411%).
Distributions are discretionary and subject to
distribution payment conditions. If a distribution is not
paid, it doesn’t accrue and won’t subsequently be
paid.
To protect Note holders from this discretion being
misapplied, if a distribution is not paid, Macquarie is
then restricted from paying a dividend on its ordinary
shares.
Exchange into Macquarie Shares
Macquarie Capital Notes 2 are perpetual and have no
term. However, Macquarie must (subject to a test)
exchange the Notes into ordinary shares on 18 March
2024 (in about 8.25 years). If exchange occurs,
holders are issued Macquarie ordinary shares at a
1% discount to the then weighted average market
price. The test for the exchange is the price of
Macquarie ordinary shares at the time – provided
they are higher than approximately $46.50, exchange
occurs – otherwise, it is retested on the next and
subsequent distribution date(s) until the test is met.
To qualify as Additional Tier 1 capital, there are
further mandatory exchange events, which are
defined as ‘non viability events’. Broadly, this means
that if the regulator APRA believes that Macquarie
Group is in danger of becoming non-viable or needs
an injection of capital to remain viable, it can require
that the Capital Notes be immediately exchanged into
ordinary shares. In these distressed circumstances,
exchange would most likely result in a holder
receiving considerably less than $100 of Macquarie
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ordinary shares, as there is a cap on the maximum
number of ordinary shares that can be issued.

Bell, Morgans, Macquarie, JB Were and Ord Minnett.
Our View

Macquarie also has a call option to redeem or
exchange the Notes in approximately five years’
time. Unusually, there are three call dates – on 17
March 2021, 17 September 2021 and 17 March 2022
when it can elect to redeem or resell the Capital
Notes by paying holders the face value of $100, or
exchange the Notes into $101 of Macquarie ordinary
shares.
Details of the issue are as follows:

Given that the recent AMP issue was supported at a
margin of 5.1% (quarterly), we expect that this bigger
issue from Macquarie at 5.15% (half yearly) will also
be well supported. Macquarie is appropriately
capitalized with a Common Equity Tier 1 ratio of
11.6% at 30 September, and a leverage ratio of 6.0%.
Both these ratios are above its major bank peers.
Although there is still some indigestion in the hybrid
market, yield investors will be attracted by the
headline margin of 5.15% for a name like Macquarie.
While this issue is probably the last one before
February next year, expect more issues next year –
so a little patience and diversification remain
important investing attributes.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

An institutional bookbuild on Friday will determine the
final margin.
In addition to a broker firm offer, Macquarie expects
to conduct a security holder offer (to Macquarie
shareholders and existing note holders), and an offer
to the public. Brokers involved in the deal include
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Support needed for a Santa rally
by Gary Stone
The ASX200 is currently positioned between two
technical zones, a support zone below from 4925 to
5000, and a resistance zone above from 5440 to
5550. The ASX200 is also positioned just above the
median line (thin black line) of a down trending
channel marked by the two thick black down trending
channel lines.
The upper trend line of the down-trending channel
aligns with the top end of the resistance zone. This
indicates that for the long term up trend to resume,
the ASX200 must break above both.

Given the current technical setup an advance over
the next 2 weeks at least to rise above the recent
high of 5384 and then to test the resistance zone of
5450 to 5550 could be expected.
For the ASX200 index to rise as such, some of the
ASX’s larger cap stocks will have to play a role. Of
late, the large cap stocks have been the main culprits
for the ASX200 recently visiting its significant support
zone between 4925 and 5000.
We’ll revisit the ASX200 in two weeks’ time to see
how the saga develops.

The support zone at 4925 to 5000 is a strong area of
support that straddles a significant technical level,
being the half way mark of the 2008 bear market fall.
That level, to be more exact, is 4986. This support
zone simply must hold for the Australian bourse to
have any confidence of a Santa rally and a positive
2016.
A double bottom, also called a ‘W’ bottom, has
occurred over the last 2 months which is a bullish
sign, adding further significance to the support zone
from 4925 to 5000.
While the ASX200 remains caught between these two
zones, investors can read into this being indecision
and uncertainty on the part of investors in ASX
stocks.
Having said that, all short, medium and long term
trends start from a trough. The basic first step bullish
patterns are in place. Keeping an eye over the next
two to three weeks on the simple technical analysis
constructs shown on the chart will provide an insight
into whether the indecision and uncertainty shown
recently by ASX investors will make way for more
certainty of a decent trend developing or not.
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Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Rallying share prices triggered more stockbroker
downgrades than upgrades. If it wasn’t for Deutsche
Bank upgrading three gold miners during the week,
the numbers would have looked even more polarised.
In the good books
Alacer Gold Corporation (AQG) Upgrade to Buy
from Hold B/H/S 3/2/1; Evolution Mining (EVN)
Upgrade to Buy from Hold B/H/S: 2/4/0; and
Newcrest Mining (NCM) Upgrade to Hold from Sell
by Deutsche Bank: B/H/S /1/4/3. The broker
observes the gold sector remains volatile and, with a
US rate hike imminent, both US and Australian dollar
priced gold have retreated. Hence, valuations for
equities are more interesting. On the other hand, the
broker notes cost reductions are largely done and
dusted and higher all-in costs will be emerging in
2016.
James Hardie Industries (JHX) Upgrade to Buy
from Neutral by Citi B/H/S: 4/2/1. The company has
issued a profit warning and Citi analysts are happy
because they see a chance to (finally) raise their
recommendation to Buy. Citi analysts explain, the US
housing market is operating at circa 1 million housing
starts, some 30% below mid cycle levels. The
company management is also focused on restoring
PDG (property development growth) growth to trend.
The combination provides the analysts with enough
confidence and provides investors with a buying
opportunity. Price target has been raised to $18.70
from $18.40. See also JHX downgrade.

Mineral Resources Limited (MIN Upgrade to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie B/H/S:
3/1/0. Mineral Resources’ annual general meeting
delivered 2016 profit guidance of $250-290 million,
ahead of Macquarie’s $224.5 million forecast. The
broker concurs with the assumptions management is
making with regard average iron ore prices and the
A$, forecast exports and crushing. Target rises to
$5.29 from $5.07.
In the not so good books
ALS Limited (ALQ) Downgrade to Hold from Buy
by Deutsche Bank B/H/S: 0/6/2. Recent trading
updates from minerals drilling companies reveals
conditions have deteriorated in the September
quarter and, consequently, Deutsche Bank does not
expect ALS will re-rate until minerals conditions
stabilise.
The broker remains attracted to the long-term
fundamentals and acknowledges the life sciences
division has a positive outlook, but downgrades the
stock given the uncertain outlook for the next 12
months. Target is reduced to $5.10 from $7.13.
Challenger Limited (CGF) Downgrade to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie B/H/S:
4/4/0. Challenger has outperformed the market by
37% over twelve months and 28% over the last
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quarter but the earnings outlook has not changed
over that period from steady, high single-digit growth,
Macquarie notes. While the removal of legislative
barriers should prove supportive and Challenger is
beginning to expand its product suite, strength has
come more from a positive theme than the numbers
themselves. The broker has lifted its target to $9.03
from $7.97.
Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) Downgrade to
Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan Stanley
B/H/S: 2/5/1. Morgan Stanley has come away from a
trip to the mine sites with greater confidence in the
cost cutting benefits already achieved as well as the
potential for more to come. The broker downloads the
company, given the recent price rally. Target is raised
to $2.50 from $2.30.

be consistent with expectations, albeit subdued, with
full-year guidance maintained. Still, the company
does expect lower demand from agriculture in
Australasia and global dairy. The broker downgrades
the business as the stock is now trading at a 4.0%
premium to valuation. Target is $4.95.
Credit Suisse downgrades the company, as the share
price has rallied over the past few months. Target is
raised to $4.90 from $4.80.
Programmed Maintenance Services Limited
Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit
Suisse B/H/S: 2/3/0. First half profit was below Credit
Suisse’s forecasts. The property & infrastructure and
workforce divisions offset a weak resources division
while management noted the outlook for marine is
very weak. The broker believes the stock is fairly
valued until visibility on the marine segment
improves. Target is steady at $3.03.
SpeedCast International Limited (SDA)
Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 0/2/0. SpeedCast has made its
fifth acquisition in 2015, acquiring Singapore-based
ST Teleport for S$18.5 million. It provides SpeedCast
with a large teleport and data centre in an important
hub for maritime and oil & gas movements, the broker
says.
The deal stretches the balance sheet somewhat but
debt is expected to quickly reduce over 12-18
months. Macquarie continues to be a fan of the
underlying theme of growing demand for bandwidth,
but sees near term growth now captured in the share
price, hence the broker pulls back to Neutral. Target
rises to $4.70 from $3.91.

James Hardie Industries (JHX) Downgrade to
Neutral from Overweight by JP Morgan B/H/S:
4/2/1. JP Morgan is clearly disappointed that James
Hardie had to issue a profit warning. Moreover, the
analysts suspect it’s going to take longer to fix,
hence why they decided to downgrade the business.
Price target tumbles to $17.30 from $18.70. See also
JHX upgrade.
Pact Group Holdings (PGH) Downgrade to Hold
from Buy by Deutsche Bank and Downgrade to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse B/H/S:
1/4/0. Deutsche Bank considers the trading update to
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Sims Metal Management (SGM) Downgrade to
Neutral from Buy by Citi B/H/S: 4/3/0; Downgrade
to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan
Stanley and Downgrade to Hold from Add by
Morgans B/H/S: 0/4/0. Citi has taken a two-tier
approach to updating on Sims’ annual general
meeting profit warning. This is the second response
with the price target tumbling to $8.30 from $12.20.
Rating is therefore downgraded. Earnings estimates
have been slashed (not an exaggeration). A
resumption in growth back to the EPS level of fiscal
2015 is anticipated in fiscal 2017.
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Morgan Stanley analysts lament the absence of
organic growth post yet another profit warning from
the company. The analysts do believe the balance
sheet keeps the company in a good position to
benefit through M&A, but the absence of organic
growth has triggered a downgrade. This pulls back
the price target to $4.30 from $5.50.
Morgans reduces fiscal 2016 forecasts by 33% and
fiscal 2017 by 38%. Target is reduced to $3.36 from
$4.75.
Earnings Forecasts

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Super Stock Selectors – Telstra
by Staff Reporter
Evan Lucas of IG Markets is looking for a bounce this
week for Telstra (TLS).
While the decline in Telstra has seen it hit an
oversold level on a technical basis, Lucas says that
on current updates Telstra is still on track to achieve
its revenue targets in February.
This means, the “fundamentals back a buy call,”
Lucas says.

This week, however, D’Amato does not like software
and services business SMS Management &
Technology (SMX).
“The company recently reported its full-year results
with earnings-per-share and revenue growth numbers
coming in strong,” D’Amato says.
“However, the company missed its revenue targets
and the winding down of major projects will affect the
outlook for the company.”

“That coupled with no changes to its dividend policy
under Andy Penn should see some buying over the
coming few weeks ahead of half-year numbers.”
Michael McCarthy from CMS Markets likes Primary
Healthcare (PRY), despite an earnings downgrade on
Friday.
“While there are clearly operational issues, these
may be a temporary result of bottleneck in medical
practitioners. The long term demographic drives of
healthcare revenues remain intact,” McCarthy says.
McCarthy likes commercial services and supplies
company IPH Ltd (IPH) but not at its share price of
$8, which is why the stock is on his dislike list.
“After lifting earnings estimates for 2016 by around
34% over 2015, the PE ratio is still close to 30 times,
and difficult to justify,” McCarthy says.
Elio D’Amato from Lincoln Indicators likes Webjet
(WEB), although the business is currently trading at a
premium to the Lincoln valuation.
“WEB has provided guidance of 20% earnings
growth for fiscal 2016. With all business units tracking
well according to management at the recent annual
general meeting,” D’Amato says.
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*SSR as at 19 November 2015
Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
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an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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